PEACES
Written by Srimoyee Mitra, Co-directed by Valerie Politis and Srimoyee Mitra.

Cast:
Srimoyee Mitra

Crew:
Stage Manager……………………………..Marissa Gregoris
Set Design…………………………………….Dan Cohen
Lighting Design …………………………….Esther Wolf
Sound Design ………………………………..Gillian Muir
Multimedia Design
Srimoyee Mitra and Valerie Politis

Special Thanks To:
Esther, Jessie and Andrea, Jane Sirois for your wonderful computers. Gabriel, Noemie and 115 Spadina road when it was all conceived

Kelley’s Guide to “How to React When Your Friend Loses Half Her Tonsil”

The Puck Stops Here
Written and directed by Katie Ethier

Cast:
Katie Ethier……………………………………..Enfant
Cindy Sue Loranger……..Parent Francais
David Patterson………………English Parent
Ryan Shantz……………………………………Child
Eve Picard……………………………………….Ref
Laura Harloff………………….Stage Manager

Special Thanks To:
Tara Beaver (don’t ever change!), Sergei (our mascot),
Kelley’s Guide to “How to React When You Suspect a Chipmunk is in Your Bed”

TRIFLES
Written by Susan Glaspell and adapted by Kaela Gillan, Tasha McPhee and Erin Rowe
Directed by Kaela Gillan

CAST
Adam………….. Guillaume Dubosc /Ron Fiedtkou
Eve……………………..Ashley Beaulac
John Wright……………………Kaela Gillan
Minnie Wright……………Marc Devlin
County Attorney…………..Monique Moses
Mr. Hale……………………Julie Sousa
Sheriff Peters………………Morgan Norwich
Mrs. Hale……………………Dave Fournier
Mrs. Peters……………………Jon Boehm

CREW
Director……………………Kaela Gillan
Assistant Director………………Erin Rowe
Stage Manager……………………Erin Rowe
  Set, Props and Costume Design:
    Tasha McPhee and Erin Rowe
Sound Design………………….Tasha McPhee
Lighting Design:
Tasha McPhee, Kaela Gillan and Erin Rowe

Special Thanks to:
The Fridge Festival Coordinators, Rhonda Flemming, Judy Slinger and Christine Nam
Kelley’s Guides
Written by Gillian Muir
Performed by Kelley Green
Lighting by Esther Wolf

Festival Thank You’s:
Merci beaucoup à Duncan Appleton et Jamie Thornham!
You guys are the absolute best!
Thanks to all the participants for all their hard work and
dedication. Congrats, dudes!
Thanks to the theatre work studies: Danica Chapman,
Éve Picard and Katie Éthier. Without you gals,
we would never have gotten this far.

Coming April 11-13, Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Silent Scream:
An Educational Psycho-Drama

Take a break from listening to your Super-
Ego...Dare you be disturbed

Pierre Karch
Duncan Appleton
Jamie Thornham
Coordinator of Drama Studies
Technical Coordinator
Assistant Technical Coordinator
Bienvenue à / Welcome To
Théâtre Glendon Theatre's
Fridge Festival 2003!

Fridge People:
Technical Director................. Duncan Appleton
Fridge Coordinators:
Gillian Muir And Esther Wolf
Festival Stage Manager............... Tara Beaver
Festival Sets Manager............... Dan Cohen
Festival Sound Operator............. Marina Long
Festival Lighting Operator.......... Esther Wolf
Festival Publicity..................... Gillian Muir
Kelley’s Guide to “How to React When You Get Your Arm Cut Off While Walking to the Subway”

ECSTASIS
Written and directed by Danica

Cast
Becca..........................................................Danica
Dain............................................................Todd Cleland
Darcy..........................................................Haleigh Sheehan
Gage.........................................................Marc Devlin
Shylar.........................................................Erin Elliott
Drummer..................................................Kristin Forrester
Stage Manager/intellectual input: Jeff Cooper
Lighting design.................................Esther Wolf
For Matthew who understands
For Coady who can live in ecstasy with me
Thank you Erica and Claire

Silent Scream Trailer
and
Intermission:
10 minutes, make it snappy.

ANDY & ELEANOR
written and directed by Olga Ryabets

STARRING
Eugene Slonimerov/Peter Pasyk as ANDY
Kerry Segalovich as ELEANOR
Kelley’s Guide to “How to React When You Get Your Arm Cut Off While Walking to the Subway”

ECSTASIS
Written and directed by Danica

Cast
Becca...........................................Danica
Dain.............................................Todd Cleland
Darya.............................................Haleigh Sheehan
Gage.............................................Marc Devlin
Shylar..........................................Erin Elliott
Drummer.....................................Kristin Forrester
Stage Manager/intellectual input:
        Jeff Cooper
Lighting design.........................Esther Wolf
For Matthew who understands
For Coady who can live in ecstasy with me
Thank you Erica and Claire

Silent Scream Trailer
and
Intermission:
10 minutes, make it snappy.

ANDY & ELEANOR
written and directed by Olga Ryabets

STARRING
Eugene Slonimerov/Peter Pasyk as ANDY
Kerry Segalovich as ELEANOR